
TEO Work Zone Safety Committee Meeting Minutes 
August 23, 2005 – 10:00 am – 4:00 pm 

August 24, 2005 – 8:00 am - Noon 
St. Cloud Mn/DOT-District Conference Center (Conf. Room: Lewis North) 

 
Attendees: Jon Jackels, John Benson, Craig Mittelstadt, Dave Buss, Jeff Reider, Ken Nelson,  
Sue Lorentz, Oliver Kendall, Ken Wenkel, Mike Engh, and Marv Sohlo 
Unable to Attend: Bill Servatius, Jim Miles, Monty Eidem, Mike Reynolds and Allan Rice  
  
 

• Pavement Markings  
o Wet Reflective Markings (TEM/MnMUTCD conflicts) 

We will be reviewing and updating the TEM regarding wet reflective markings.  It was agreed that Mn/DOT will 
require wet reflective markings [TRPMs and solid lines (paint, epoxy etc.) or wet reflective tape] for all transition 
areas where traffic is diverted from it’s normal path (i.e. crossovers, lane closure tapers, etc.).  These transition areas 
will be better defined. 
If wet reflective markings cannot be (winter operations) or are impractical to install and maintain (high volume 
multi-lane) they will be replaced by 8 inch wide markings.  (note: lane shifts will be marked with 4 inch wide wet 
reflective edge and solid lane lines, not broken lane lines for all long term (14 day or more) bypasses and lane shifts) 
 
ACTION ITEM: Guidelines will be drafted by Jon Jackels and forwarded to committee members for comment. 
 

o Late Season “Temporary” Markings  
Maggi Chalkline is working on specifications for late season striping materials such as acetone paint and poly-urea.  
Guidance on these applications will be included in this effort. 
 

o Mixture of permanent vs. temporary markings (w/TRPM’s) 
It was decided not to “mix” different materials in the same transition marking.  For example if removable wet 
reflective tape is needed on the first section of a cross over, this tape shall be continued through this entire cross 
over.  This will be included in the guidelines noted above. 
 
 

• Safety & Mobility Through Work Zones – Final Rule Information 
Jon’s Task Force will start work in November of 2005, on the formation of Mn/DOT’s action plan for implementing 
the new Federal Rule.  Although Mn/DOT currently does many of the objectives of the new Rule, the process is 
mostly undocumented.  Jon also stressed that the philosophy regarding work zone traffic control is that it will need 
to become a key ingredient in the planning process of a project rather than a “make it work” part of the final design 
of construction plans, and we will need to minimize traffic disruptions and increase public information.   
 
 

• Quickzone Software Review 
Quickzone is a work zone congestion tool which predicts Level of Service for various construction staging 
scenarios. While this tool may not be adequate for complex network simulations, the rural Districts would like to 
have the software evaluated for future use.  Chad Hanson in Rochester has already conducted a test of the software. 
 
ACTION ITEM: Marv will contact Chad for his opinions and carry on from there to set up a review process for 
the software.  
 
 

• Drums vs. Weighted Channelizers  
Discussion was on when weighted channelizers could be substituted for drums as channelizing devices.  For the 
purpose of this discussion, we are talking about work zones which are staying overnight. It was agreed that larger 
devices should always be utilized on tapers and transitions.  In areas along lane closures on roadway tangents, it was 
determined that the size of the device should always be the largest possible that will fit the location without adverse 
encroachment into the traffic lane.  The topic was tabled until the end of the meeting and due to time and early loss 
of some meeting members the topic was not restarted.  
 



ACTION ITEM: Jon will draft a “Best Practices” for ALL channelizing devices for committee review.  This best 
practice will be presented at the October work zone safety committee meeting.  
 
 

• Detour Guidelines & Practices 
o Upgrading substandard signing  
o Trail Detour Standards / Guidelines 
o Town Parades – Bike Events – Special Events 
o Best Practices for evaluating signs, striping road conditions, etc 

Many issues on detours were discussed and it was determined that the Districts handle detour planning, review, 
upgrades and returns differently across the state.  Within the “signing & striping” issues for a detour route, some of 
the review items may include: signs (regulatory and warning), delineators, pavement markings, striping, passing 
zones lengths, cross road signing (mainly changing yield signs to stop signs) and whether we upgrade totally to 
Trunk Highway standards and/or if we leave upgraded devices inplace following construction completion.  Since 
this topic has varied practices around the state, it was determined that the issue should be given to the Statewide WZ 
Safety Committee for action.  Mike Schweyen has researched this in the recent past. 
 
ACTION ITEM:  Jeff will discuss with Mike Schweyen and ask him to add this to the TEO meeting agenda this 
fall.  Mike, Jon and Al Rice will work together on a recommendation for the Statewide work zone safety committee. 
Jon will place the topic on the Statewide WZ Safety Committee Meeting Agenda recommending the development of 
a “Best Practices for Traffic Controls on Detours – Guideline” 
 
 

• Short Term Closures 
o Law Enforcement (work orders) w/o Temp Traffic Control 

Districts have utilized law enforcement (State Patrol or local police/sheriff) to block roadways for a short period of 
time (15 minutes or less) without the use of advance warning signing.  While this practice does not conform to the 
MnMUTCD Field Manual for short road closures, it was agreed that on lower volume roads with good visibility and 
sight distance, the practice works fine for one fast closure.  However, if the closure routine will be done multiple 
times, we must require that the Field Manual standards be maintained.   It was also determined that Law 
Enforcement is required for all state highways whenever a short term road closure is conducted regardless of 
advance signs or not. 
 
ACTION ITEM: Craig will forward this to the special provisions meeting for discussion and inclusion in the 
special provisions.  Marv will include this in the next update of the Field Manual 
 

o Rolling Lane Closures w/ Patrol 
A Rolling Road Closure as we discussed involves the use of a vehicle to move slowly in a traffic lane and queue 
traffic behind it, causing the traffic in front of it to advance and creating a large gap in traffic.  During the time that 
gap passes the work area, workers have time to conduct work in the roadway without any approaching traffic. This 
gap time can be adjusted to allow up to several minutes of NO vehicles in the work area.   Generally the blocking 
vehicles are Law Enforcement, but it has been maintenance trucks with TMA’s.  The Rolling Road Closures were 
discussed as to their practice and whether we should continue it.  It was determined that a rolling road closure has 
been used in several Districts in the past and is currently the common practice at the MnRoad facility for changing 
the roadway closure from one side to the other.  It was determined that the practice has merit and works very well if 
the conditions (distances between entering points, etc) are controlled.  
 
ACTION ITEM:  Jon will develop a standard layout for inclusion in the next Field Manual to assure uniformity 
in the usage of this practice.   
 
   

• June 15th 2005, TTC-DEMO Evaluation Report  
o DG3 & Clearview Fonts 
o LED Flashing Lights on sign borders 

John Benson reviewed the raw summary information from the TTC-Demonstration held at the 3M Research Facility 
earlier this summer.  The evaluation reports submitted by the attendees indicated that DG3 sheeting was clearing 
preferred over our current standard VIP sheeting.  Clearview fonts had a mixed acceptance my the evaluators.  
Clearview was found to be more legible on the overhead guide sign, but the standard E-modified font was preferred 
on the warning signs and Type C signing.  The demo also compared a new flashing LED border on warning signs 



against our normal sign and one with a yellow-green border.  The flashing LED’s were judged to be much more 
conspicuous although the night-time test raised concerns about the brightness.  It was discovered later that the 
LED’s had the capability to dim, but the option was not turned on during the test, so the comments may be a mute 
point.  
 
ACTION ITEM:  John will develop a full evaluation report to be presented at the Statewide WZ Safety 
Committee Meeting.  Jon will get the topic on the meeting agenda. 
 

o Metro Night Maintenance Lane Closure Tapers – Evaluation 
Metro’s Night-time Maintenance (NTM) lane closure taper was discussed.  The evaluations from the demo which 
compared a standard lane closure taper to the NTM lane closure taper revealed that many people thought the setup 
was confusing or cluttered looking with the mixture of cones and Type II barricades. Although it appeared to be 
effective (primarily because of the use of the second Arrowboard), it should not be allowed to be continued.  The 
committee recommended that the practice be discontinued and that only one type of channelizing device be utilized 
in the taper.  The use of the second Arrowboard, while not required in the Field Manual, is a good addition to the 
setup and the practice may be continued. The issue of the NTM device setup along the lane closure tangent was not 
addressed at the demo, and will be discussed more at a later time. 
 
ACTION ITEM:  Sue will schedule a meeting with NTM to discuss these conclusions. with NTM and Jon, 
Sue, Ken and Marv will work with them on modifying their current practice.    
 
 

• NEW MnMUTCD – Part 6 Changes 
o ADA requirements (Checklist) 

Marv pointed out the new ADA requirements in the new 2005 MNMUTCD, within the Part 6 (Temporary Traffic 
Control Chapter).   A new checklist has been incorporated into the manual to help TTC designers review the project 
plans for ADA requirements and provides a record of decisions made regarding ADA provisions. 
 

o AFAD’s  - Interim Rule  
A new Interim Federal Rule allows states to ask for permission to use Automated Flagging Assistance Devices 
(AFAD’s).  The rule allows both the Autoflagger type device that Mn/DOT currently uses and the Red/Yellow Light 
Type device produced by RC-Flagman.  Mn/DOT has received permission to try either type of AFAD on ANY 
roadway within the state by ANY jurisdiction.  It was stressed that if the Red/Yellow Light type device is used by 
any one, that they contact Marv or John, so that the device can be field tested and reviewed. 
 

o NCHRP 350 Update 
Jon reviewed the NCHRP 350 requirements for Category II devices.  Drawings of the approved (and pending) 
temporary sign stands were passed out.  It was noted that ALL devices on ALL roadways on or after January 1, 
2006, must be 350 compliant.  This includes maintenance owned devices and all construction related devices 
whether or not the device was inplace before that date or not.  See the following webpage for the latest drawings: 
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/products/index.html 
 
 

• Field Manual Revision for January 2007 
o Quality Standards – ATTSA Standards Changing 

Jon discussed that ATTSA has been making some changes in their TTC device quality standards, and that we will be 
adopting them into the 2007 version of the Field Manual.  Since the manual must be ready for printing 
approximately a year from now for a January 2007 distribution, we are starting to review the current manual for 
needed changes or corrections. 
 
ACTION ITEM:  Marv will solicit proposed changes/additions to the 2007 Field Manual in addition to any minor 
corrections such as typos that need fixing.  Please submit any proposals for new layouts or changes to layouts to 
Marv before September 30, 2005. All changes will be reviewed and approved by the Minnesota MUTCD 
Committee before being placed in the new manual. 
 
 

• TTC Plan Templets 
The TTC Templets that were originally developed over a year ago still have not been released for common use.  A 
series of delays resulting from primarily CADD (Microstation) software version changes and time conflicts have put 

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/products/index.html


the corrections / fine tuning of the layouts on hold until now.  Dave Buss has volunteered to have District personnel 
make the needed corrections and we will have the templet sheets ready for designer usage soon.  The current sheets 
can be found on the following webpage, but please note the dates shown and any sheet with a 2004 date may need 
some corrections: 
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/workzone/ttc-templets.html 
 
ACTION ITEM:  Marv will send the “red-lined” copy of the sheets to Dave Buss for corrections to be made.  
Following each sheet’s update, the new sheet will replace the sheet currently found on the OTSO website.  Marv 
will routinely email notices of updated sheet(s) availability to the committee members as they are ready to use.      
 
 

• Pilot Car Operations – Tech Memo 
A new Tech Memo should be released in September regarding Pilot Car Operations.  The main focus of the Tech 
Memo was that channelizing devices (such as cones) will not be required on the tangent of a lane closure if a pilot 
car is used to guide traffic through the work zone.  A key piece of this Tech Memo is that the flagger must control 
traffic in the queue such that late arriving vehicles are not allowed to follow the traffic queue if the last vehicle has 
proceeded 300 feet or more beyond the flagger station.  The Tech Memo also stresses that the flagger station and all 
transition areas shall have a full setup of channelizing devices in the tapers.  
 
 

• Contractors Driving Against Traffic in Lane Closures 
It has been common practice within Mn/DOT that construction vehicles within a closed lane must travel in the 
direction that the lane traffic would normally move.  However, no written standard or policy has documented this 
practice.  It was discussed and determined by the committee that the practice (of not allowing reversed movement in 
a closed lane) is sound and should be continued.  It was noted that very special situations might require reverse 
direction movement in the closed lane, but additional TTC devices should be utilized in those situations. 
 
ACTION ITEM:  Jon will add this topic to the Statewide WZ Safety Meeting Agenda for discussion.  It will be 
up to that group to determine if there are any conditions where reverse movement in lane closures would be allowed 
and they should determine what action is needed to enforce this practice. 
 

• ITS in Work Zones (Intelligent Work Zones – IWZ) 
o Mainstreaming IWZ systems or New Products 
o Vendor QPL Application & Approval Procedure 
o Specifications / Guidelines: 

 Component System 
 Dynamic Late Merge 
 Travel Time 
 Congestion Warning 
 Conflict Warning (trucks entering, excessive speed, etc.) 

Marv presented the new Qualification and Acceptance Process for IWZ Systems.  The process provides for 
provisional approval of vendors that supply and/or operate Intelligent Work Zone Systems to be placed on the 
OTSO Work Zone Device Qualified Products List (QPL).  The provisional approval gives the vendor permission to 
seek out a project where an IWZ System will be utilized, and IF selected for use, the vendor and project engineer 
then provides data and review notes on the system.  Based upon performance of the system, the vendor may be 
placed on the QPL for that system type or removed from provisional status completely.   See the following webpage 
for complete descriptions of the process and the systems: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/products/index.html 
   
ACTION ITEM: Jon will put this on the agenda for the work zone safety committee meeting and the TEO group 
meeting.  Issue is to develop guidance and policy to use the DLM on all projects where we go from 2 lanes to 1 for 
more than 3 days where we have queues of traffic for more than 2 hours a day or more than 2 miles at any time.  
This proposal will be forwarded to this committee for comment before presentation. 
 
ACTION ITEM: Marv will post the results (best practices) of these applications will be posted on OTSO website 
so District personnel can view successes. 
 

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/workzone/ttc-templets.html
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/products/index.html


 
• Signing Issues 

o Static/Dynamic Sign Designs 
o Contractor Identification Signs 
o Website / Phone Numbers on Signs – Restricted 

John distributed standard designs for travel time / delay time signs and for contractor identification signs.  
On the recent I-94 project, Travel Time was displayed on several static signs equipped with an LED brick for 
changing the number of minutes that were to be displayed.  This type of display greatly reduces the cost for the 
Travel Time display when compared to a portable changeable message sign rental cost.   Contractor Identification 
signs have been utilized on at least one project in each District, and comments to date are all favorable.  The 
Statewide WZ Safety Committee will receive an update from Bill and make the determination on whether to 
continue the program.    
 
ACTION ITEM: Both of these signs (Travel Time and Contractor ID) should be designed by John Benson with 
OTSO to assure uniformity in the design standard of these signs.  Contact John for his assistance. 
 
Jon noted that the MnMUTCD restricts the use of phone numbers or web site addresses (longer than 4 digits) on any 
sign within the right-of-way that could be read by the driver of a vehicle.  All such signing should be placed in areas 
where vehicles are parked, such as rest areas or wayside areas.   The Office of Communications has determined that 
Mn/DOT will only use one website address ( 511mn.org ) on any signs or advertising that is directed to the traveling 
public.  The site now includes links to individual construction project webpages in addition to the current traffic 
conditions.  OTSO is currently asking for permission from the FHWA to use this website on signs. More 
information will be made available as this process proceeds. 
 
 

• TEO WZS Committee Open Forum 
 

Flashing Warning Lights 
There is not a guideline for the use of flashing warning lights in temporary traffic control.  It was agreed that 
warning lights shall be used for all ROAD CLOSED signs and barricades and on the first advance warning signs for 
active work zones where traffic is impacted by activity in normally traveled lanes.  Exception is if a PCMS is used 
for the first sign.  There is also a 360 degree Type D light in the new Mn MUTCD that should only be used on 
devices that have 360 degree visibility (drums, weighted channelizers, etc.) 
 
ACTION ITEM: Jon will draft a guideline for review by this committee and put this on the work zone safety 
committee agenda for discussion and agreement. 
 
Related to this is the inclusion of LED’s on sign faces as reviewed at the June 15 demo.  This will be included in the 
guideline on warning lights. 
 
 
TMA Training Video 
Maintenance has seen a need for a training video on the proper installation and careful driving habits when using a 
truck mounted attenuator (TMA).  Several incidents have involved the TMA’s installed on maintenance vehicles, 
where added training and care may of prevented damage to the TMA or other property.  A 10-15 minute video 
(which might be produced in-house) would be distributed to all Districts and be available for others to use. 
 
ACTION ITEM: Jon and Sue will develop a proposal for work zone safety committee for the training video. 
 
 
Crossover Standard Designs 
I was noted that the philosophy on crossover designs vary between Districts.  Some Districts design the crossovers 
for the posted speed limit, some 10-15 mph under the posted, etc.  It was recommended that the issue be discussed 
with geometric design engineers and determine a statewide policy or standard for designing crossovers.  
 
ACTION ITEM:  Jon will work with Loren Hill and the Design Advisory Committee for discussion and 
resolution. 
 
 
 



Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) 
It was discussed that HAR capability has apparently been developed greatly within the recent years.  A simulated 
voice recording can be made from text files and feed directly to the HAR input for Real-time Information Updates.  
This technology combined with IWZ systems gathering real-time data could greatly increase the information to the 
traveling public on a real-time basis within work zones or approaching work zones.  
 
ACTION ITEM:  Marv will work on the development of guidelines for the use of HAR with IWZ Systems.    
 
    
 

 
 


